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Introduction

A SEQUENCE of observations ji, y^, ... v„ can be considered to be
random in the characters A, B, C, ... K provided every one of the
j's take these characters with probabilities ... Pu respectively
subject to the condition 2p' = I. Now defining a system of scoring
for the differences, P. V. K. Iyer and Singh® have discussed, a number
of distributions and their moments for such a sequence by consider
ing the relationship between, consecutive observations y^ and >v+i>
alternate observations y^ and and observations like y^ and jv+s,

7 and j taking values from 1 to k—,y. The moments of some of these
distributions were obtained ,by using the result® that the r-th factorial
moment is rl times the expectation for r of the characters considered
in the distribution. The purpose of this paper is to obtain the first
and second moments of the distributions of AA, AB and AB and BA
joins together {i.e., total number of runs of A's and B's minus one)
for a two-state{A, B) Markofi" chain, by consideringconsecutiveobserva
tions. For the sake of convenience the expected number of ^'s and
its variance in a Markoff chain has been given, in the second section.
It may be mentioned that David,^ Bateman,^ Bartlett,i Patankar' and
Whittle® have obtained the moments for the distribution of the number
of transition numbers for a Markoff chain having the matrix {pij) for
large n. We shall be concerned in this paper at present with,the deri
vation of the exact expressions for the first two moments of the three
distributions mentioned above for a sequence of n observations. A
more detailed investigation on the exa;ct distributions and cumulants
for the general case of consecutive and alternate observations is; in
progress and will be published shortly. - '

2. Expected -Number-.of A's and. Its. Variance

This can be obtained by evaluating the probability Fr(A) that
the r-th observation is A. Now a two-state Markoff chain is defined
by the following quantities:
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(i) conditional probability that the r-th observation is A oi B
given (r—l)-th observation, is defined by the Matrix

fPi Pi\

\qx qJ
where

P, (Air - I, A) =p„ Qr {Sir - A) =

P, (Air - I, B)= p„ Q, (Blr -1,5) = g,

(ii) the probability that the initial observation is ^4 or 5 is and
Q respectively.

Let P^ and Q, be the probabilities that the r-th observation is
A and B respectively. It can easily be seen that

Pr = PiPr-l + P2Qr-{\

Qr = QiPt-1 + qiQr-x)

The solution of the above difference equations is given by

P, = + A^\' (2)

where and Ag are the roots of the quadratic

^ ~ Pi P2

-qi

where

^ = Pi-P2. {Pi > Pz)-

Using the initial conditions Pi = P and Pg = PPi + QP2-> we get

Pr =

Qr = - iSS-i where j3 = .

The expected number of A's in a sequence of n observations is
equal to:

1

Jip^
1 - s-

= (A - 1) (A - S) = 0
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The second factorial moment is 2 times the expectation for two
^'s. Now two A's can be formed from:

(i) two consecutive observations,

(ii) two ^'s separated by, 1,2,3, ... n—2 observations.

Probability for consecutive y4's is Probability for r-th and (r+j)-th
observations to be A and ^ is

(A/rA)

where

Pr+s (A/rA)

is the conditional probability of (r + 5)-th observation to be A, wheii
the r-th observation is also A. It can be easily seen that

Thus the expectation for two ^'s is

(^)
2!

P2

1 - 8

'«(«- l)/>g „ («- 1 1 - "
2(1-8) ^ P ll _ 8 (1 - 8)2j.

P2

(1 - 8)2 Ll - 8

rl - 8"-if1 — 8"-^ 1 1

Therefore variance

_«gi/>2(l + 8), 2p,qiS _
(1 - 8)8 (1 - sy ^ '

_ n _ g..) , B i-i: - V(1 _ 8)3 U M + P • 1_ 8 P

2q,8p _ _ 2nS''nqi-p,)
(1 - 8)3 ^ . (1 - 8)2

np^gi (1 + 8)
(1 - 8)3

which agrees with that of Bernstein® quoted by Uspensky.®
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The Asymptotic values for E and have also been given in
a different form by Patankar.'' c:-"' i :• ;

3. Expectation and Variance for Two Consecutive A's

Using the results of Section 2, we note that the probability for
the r-thand (r+l)-th observation to be A is and therefore itlie
expectation of the number of AA's is

E(X)^P^"SFr
1

= Pi
(n - 1)P2

1 - S

(" - 1) P1P2
~ 1 - S

+ i3
1 - 8"-i)
1-8 I

Two AA's can be obtained in the following ways:'

(1) from three consecutive observations like r, r-fl and /•+2,
the probabiUty for which is PrPi'i

(2) from four consecutive observations hke r, r+i; r+2, r+3,
the probability for which is F^Pi^,

(3) from two sets of two consecutive observation and (/•, r+1)
and (r+5, r+j+1), j > 2. The probability for this is
PrPiPr+s (:Alr+l, A)pi. Adding the aboye probabiUties, we
get

—2! 1 1- S ^ • 1- 8 j
^ [in-3)in-2)p.

Therefore

+
PiPi

_1-8L ;2(1^8).

+ P|l_S (1

, PiQi^
ii^sy

P1P2 (« - i) J- ^PiW(n- 2)
. Viv. ,=. - ;l _ 8. , 1 -• ;8














